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amazon has discovered that there are several
kinds of experimentation. there is the
scientific kind, where there is a recognized,
often formal, set of best practices for
conducting experiments. think of it as the
silicon valley model, where you make really
small bets but very rapidly, precisely because
you are so constrained by any of its
alternatives. then there is the hard science,
where you are out to prove a point. think of it
as the stanford model, and think of the limits
as being between periods of time that are too
long for the science and too short for the
economics. and then there is the methodical
experimentation, where the key question is,
what have we learned from this experiment?
and it is all about answering that question.
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the absolute killer app for this state of affairs
is, of course, amazon. its continuous

experimentation has resulted in many new
kinds of services that are immensely valuable

to its customers. for example, its kindle
reader, or kindle for short, is now nearly
ubiquitous in the united states. and the

amazon digital music service, where listeners
can preview songs before deciding whether to

buy them, has made the music playing
experience in cars more natural and engaging
than it had been in decades. the company has

also introduced amazonfresh, an online
grocery service that it says offers top quality,

lower priced groceries than the market
leaders. and, perhaps most importantly,

amazon has now made it easy for anybody to
customize their kindle e-books with a tool
called the kindle editionwright. all of these

products are possible because of technology
that made amazon a nearly unstoppable force
in the marketplace. that is precisely why this
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innovation process worked so well. the reason
why it worked so well, however, is that

amazon is very methodical about
experimenting with the possibilities of

innovation. it learned about the kindle reader
through lots of small experiments and many,
many failures. it learned about amazonfresh

through small experiments, little experiments
within their amazon.com store, experiments
with prime, their membership program, and
experiments with their outsourced logistics

operation. amazon will now teach others how
they can do the same, by putting their own set

of high value, low-cost, high yield
experimentation processes in place. these are,
in many ways, the new product development

processes. 5ec8ef588b
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